ABSTRACT

Endovascular treatment of intracranial aneurysms (IAs) has evolved considerably over the past decades. The technological advances have been driven by the experience that coils fail to completely exclude all IAs from the blood circulation, the need to treat the diseased parent vessel segment leading to the aneurysm formation, and expansion of endovascular therapy to treat more complex IAs. Stents were initially developed to support the placement of coils inside wide neck aneurysms. However, early work on stent-like tubular braided structure led to a more sophisticated construct that then later was coined as a flow diverter (FD) and found its way into clinical application. Although FDs were initially used to treat wide-neck large and giant internal carotid artery aneurysms only amenable to surgical trap with or without a bypass or endovascular vessel sacrifice, its use in other types of IAs and cerebrovascular pathology promptly followed. Lately, we have witnessed an explosion in the application of FDs and subsequently their modifications leading to their ubiquitous use in endovascular therapy. In this review we aim to compile the available FD technology, evaluate the devices’ peculiarities from the authors’ perspective, and analyze the current literature to support initial and expanded indications, recognizing that this may be outdated soon.

INTRODUCTION

With the introduction of detachable coils by Guido Guglielmi in the early 1990s1 and the addition of adjunctive devices (intracranial stents, balloons, and pre-shaped and shapeable microcatheters), endovascular therapy became an alternative to surgery for ruptured and unruptured intracranial aneurysms (IAs) that required treatment.2 3 However, a complete aneurysm obliteration rate was achieved in one third of the patients, with major recurrences seen in one-fifth of all treated cases.4 These rates might be magnified in the context of larger wide-neck aneurysms due to their complex aneurysm morphology and neck geometry, as well as the existence of concomitant disease of the parent vessel. Coiling failures are related to coil compaction inside the aneurysm pouch, due to secondary material fatigue associated with forces generated on the coil mass with each pulse cycle, resulting in aneurysm recanalization and in some cases aneurysm regrowth.5 With the necessity to expand therapeutic alternatives, the hypothesis of vessel reconstruction with the use of endoluminal implants led to the development of flow diverter devices.6 7 Encouraged by these early amorphous but compelling findings, Wakhloo and Lieber drove the development of endoluminal scaffolds for vascular reconstruction and coined them as “flow diverters” (FDs).8

In this review, we highlight the essential technical features of currently available FDs, review essential clinical literature supporting their use, and review the published data for important off-label indications.

METHODS

For this study we conducted a literature search of the electronic databases PubMed, EMBASE and Google Scholar on FD devices. The key words and free text search used in combination (using the Boolean operators “or” and “and”) were the following: “flow diverter”, “flow diversion”, “intracranial aneurysm(s)”, “cerebral aneurysm(s)”, “carotid fistula(s)”, “posterior circulation”, “Pipeline”, “Surpass”, “FRED”, “Silk”, “Tubridge”, “p64”, and “p48”. The inclusion criteria for the studies were the following: (a) meta-analysis, prospective and retrospective studies; (b) case series of at least five patients undergoing intracranial aneurysm treatment with an FD; (c) duration of study follow-up of at least 1 month; (d) angiographic follow-up rates of aneurysm occlusion; (e) documenting follow-up complications and mortality rates. The exclusion criteria were studies published in languages other than English or without an English translation.

CONCEPTS OF ENDOLUMINAL FLOW DIVERSION Device properties

The primary intention of FD is to optimally alter the flow between the parent vessel and the aneurysm while providing an endovascular scaffold for the vessel to heal the defect that is responsible for the aneurysm to form in the first place. The degree by which these objectives are met are based on a complex interaction between the FD properties, parent vessel anatomy, aneurysm size, side branches and perforators. Early in vivo and in vitro studies showed that the most relevant FD properties during this process are porosity and pore density.9 10 Porosity is defined as the ratio of the metal-free surface area to the total surface area of the device, whereas pore density is the number of pores per unit surface area.
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\[
\text{porosity (\%)} = \frac{\text{Total surface area} - \text{Metal surface area}}{\text{Total surface area}} \times 100
\]

Bench top studies using laser induced fluorescence (LIF) imaging and particle image velocimetry (PIV), computational fluid dynamics (CFD) as well as experiments in the rabbit elastase aneurysm model demonstrated that a maximum of 70% porosity and a minimum pore density of 18 pores/mm² were ideal parameters to achieve a high rate of stable aneurysm occlusion and yet preserve side branches covered by FDs.9 11 12 Other combinations of porosity and pore density achieved similar stable aneurysm occlusion at longer time periods of 3 to 6 months.9 10 Translating these properties to in vivo models, while interacting with the underlying parent vessel anatomy aneurysm and vessels arising from the aneurysm neck, represents a key feature for an FD to be successful in clinical practice.

Another factor to consider for the success of an FD is the predictability of the device behavior on deployment. The intravascular change in the length of an FD, known as foreshortening, could represent an issue in the clinical practice if the change is not as expected, leading to an under- or overestimation of the size of the FD.13 14 However, with the introduction of virtual simulation tools, operators now have the advantage of anticipating the FD behavior prior to the procedure. These instruments could help bridge the gap between the FD manufacturer-recommended size and a real-world scenario.13 14

Mechanism of action

The mechanism of action of FD can be divided into three stages: hemodynamic, thrombus formation, and endothelialization.15 The hemodynamic stage happens immediately after FD placement, which exerts a disruption of blood flow into and out of the aneurysm from the parent artery related to the resistance (impedance) created by the mesh. Even though contrast opacification and/or washout may be visualized on angiograms, a marked reduction in velocity of blood flow and shear stresses occurs inside the aneurysm (figure 1).12 This is followed by immediate activation of platelets via a complex pathway with progressive formation of a stable thrombus (thrombus formation stage) over days to weeks. The thrombosis and subsequent occlusion of the aneurysm depends on the (neck) size of the aneurysm, FD properties, the subject’s blood rheology, and the platelet response to antiplatelet medication. During this stage there may be worsening of local mass effect and/or inflammation leading to exacerbation of prior symptoms such as headaches if previously present. The endothelialization stage represents the transformation of the amorphous thrombus to its final collagen stage and the simultaneous and progressive endothelialization of the FD driven by CD34+ endothelial progenitor cells that can take several months to years.16 The FD acts as a scaffold for neo-endothelialization and remodeling of the artery. Time sensitive intra-aneurysmal thrombus transformation to collagen leads to a final reduction in aneurysmal mass.9 17

Platelet inhibition

Given the metallic properties of the FD, dual antiplatelet therapy (DAPT) is required to reduce the risk of thromboembolism. Aspirin and clopidogrel are the most commonly used antiplatelets; however, due to the rising variability in clopidogrel platelet inhibition, platelet function testing (PFT) has been used to select the appropriate antiplatelet regimen.17 18

Figure 1  Embolization of right ICA cavernous segment aneurysm with Surpass Streamline OTW system. (A) Preoperative angiogram with right ICA cavernous aneurysm. (B) Placement of Cat 5 intermediate catheter distal to the aneurysms and advancement of the Streamline catheter containing the Surpass FD over Synchro microwire 0.014 inch. (C) Position of the Streamline catheter containing Surpass FD into the supraclinoid segment. (D) Unsheathing of FD at the distal target site first within Cat 5 (not shown) and then pushing the Surpass FD to allow further expansion for a defined proximal landing zone vessel wall apposition. (E) Maintaining of wire position and re-accessing the FD with the delivery Streamline catheter. (F) Selection of second FD for telescoping placement, and maintaining wire position and FD access with Cat 5. (G) Second FD advanced through the Cat 5 and over the microwire and deployed in a similar fashion. (H) Balloon angioplasty for FD wall apposition optimization. (I) Final angiography with partial contrast filling of aneurysm. (J) Complete obliteration of cavernous aneurysm at 6 month follow-up angiogram. FD, flow diverter; ICA, internal carotid artery; OTW, over-the-wire.
increasingly used to ensure therapeutic inhibition and mitigate the risk of thrombotic/hemorrhagic complications. Nevertheless, PFT has been the subject of controversy, with association of harmful outcomes in FD patients as observed in a meta-analysis by Brinjikji et al. Yet, the utility of PFT to prognosticate complications may have become more meaningful in recent years, as observed in a meta-analysis by Ajadi et al in which platelet hypo-responders and hyper-responders were associated with thrombotic and hemorrhagic events, respectively, following FD. The risk of thrombotic complications in platelet hypo-responders has also been shown to be lower when antiplatelet medication is modified. At times, more predictable oral antiplatelet medication such as ticagrelor and prasugrel are added to substitute for clopidogrel in platelet hypo-responders or even used directly as first line antithrombotic agents. Lastly, PFT has been associated with better functional outcomes after neurovascular stenting of IA. Prospective studies are needed to fully assess the clinical benefit of PFT.
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EVALUATIONS OF DEVICES

Based on the previous benchwork studies, various companies embarked on the development and manufacturing of FDs for clinical applications. The Pipeline Embolization Device (PED, Chestnut Medical Technologies, Menlo Park, CA) was the first commercially available FD, which received the Conformité Européenne (CE) mark in June 2008 and entered the US market after receiving Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval on April 6, 2011. Since then we have witnessed an exponential growth in technological advancements and applications of several FDs. Aside from their intrinsic features, the design of FDs is primarily based on the use of cobalt chromium (Pipeline and Surpass) or nitinol (all the others). Cobalt/chromium add stiffness and radial force while nitinol brings flexibility and easy navigation and deployment. Cobalt/chromium implants allow a better answer to balloononing when an incomplete wall apposition is observed. Online supplemental table 1 summarizes the main technical characteristics and clinical evidence for the safety and efficacy of each device.

Pipeline Embolization Device

The PED consists of a braided stent of 48 wires of cobalt-chromium-nickel alloy including 12 wires of platinum-tungsten that serve as marker wires. It is deployed with a combination of pushing and unsheathing techniques through a 0.027 inch microcatheter.

Since its introduction, the PED has shown a high rate of stable internal carotid artery (ICA) aneurysm occlusion. The PED for the Intracranial Treatment of Aneurysms (PITA) trial was the first multicenter prospective study done using the PED in centers of Europe and South America in 2011, in which Nelson et al reported a complete aneurysm occlusion of 93.6% at 6 month follow-up in mostly medium-sized, unruptured ICA aneurysms, with a low morbidity of 6.5% and 0% mortality rates. The Pipeline of Uncoilable or Failed Aneurysms (PUFS) trial was the first multicenter study done in the USA for large and giant (≥10 mm) wide-necked aneurysms of the ICA demonstrating complete occlusion rates of 73.6%, 86.8%, 93.4% and 95.2% at 6 months, 1 year, 3 years and 5 years, respectively. Based on the PUFS study, PED received FDA approval in 2011 for the treatment of wide-neck large aneurysms of limited segment of the ICA. Subsequent real-world experience in the Interna- 3 of 10

Pipeline Flex Embolization Device

A second-generation FD, the Pipeline Flex Embolization Device (Pipeline Flex) (Medtronic) was first introduced in Europe, receiving CE approval in 2014, and FDA approval in 2015 in the USA. Although the stent itself did not have any differences with its predecessor, the delivery system featured two major characteristics: 2–3 cm polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) protective sleeves that replaced the capture coil originally found in the PED, and a reshaping pad that allows device recovery and redeployment. These features allowed for a decrease in technical complications and malposition rates as observed in a multicenter US study compared with previous trials using first generation PED. The PREMIER study evaluated the use of Pipeline Flex in the treatment of small to medium sized (<12 mm) unruptured wide neck aneurysms in primarily the ICA (95% of the aneurysms) and vertebral artery. At 1 year follow-up, 76.8% of patients had achieved the study’s primary effectiveness endpoint of complete aneurysm occlusion without significant parent artery stenosis or retreatment. The combined major morbidity and mortality rate was 2.1%.

Pipeline Flex Embolization Device with Shield Technology

A third device, the Pipeline Flex with Shield Technology (Pipeline Shield) (Medtronic), was developed in an attempt to decrease thromboembolic complications. Receiving CE approval in 2015, the Pipeline Shield has the same design and configuration as the Pipeline Flex but features a surface modification whereby a synthetic layer of phosphorylcholine coats the metal strands with the aim of reducing thrombogenicity. In in vitro studies, the device has been observed to be less thrombogenic than previous generation Pipeline Flex and the Flow Re-Direction Endoluminal Device (FRED). The constraints that the phosphorylcholine surface modifications might exert on the opening and apposition of the device are currently under evaluation.

Although the concept of the Pipeline Shield to decrease the risk of thromboembolic complications seems promising, the rates of thromboembolic events reported in two large multicenter studies of unruptured IA (6.4% and 3.3%) were not lower than those of the PREMIER (2.1%) and IntrePED (3.3%) when DAPT was used.

Large prospective trials with single antiplatelet therapy (SAPT) are needed to determine the superiority or not of the Pipeline Shield.

Further information on acutely ruptured IA using Pipeline Shield with SAPT is described in the section “FD in acutely ruptured IA”.

Surpass Streamline

The Surpass Streamline (SS) FD is braided out of cobalt-chromium alloy with 12 platinum-tungsten alloy marker wires; it was developed by Surpass Medical, Ltd (Tel Aviv, Israel) and acquired by Stryker (Stryker Neurovascular, Fremont, CA) in 2012. SS received the CE mark in 2010 and FDA approval in 2018. The wire braid angle as well as the high number of wires preserves the structural integrity of the device, the diamond cell shape of the implant and mesh density, regardless of large vari- 24 33

Consistent mesh density ensures a more even effect on flow reduction, preventing pockets of increased flow impingement zones within the aneurysm. Unlike other products, the device is manufactured in diameters of 1 mm increments. The number of wires for each device vary depending on the device diameter to maintain biomechanical stability and a consistent reduction of aneurysm inflow (up to 96 wires for the largest device diameter of 5.3 mm). The wire diameter used for braiding ranges from 25–32 μm for currently available implants. The mesh density of the device ranges from 21–32 pores/mm². The foreshortening percentage of a Surpass FD varies, like for all braided implants, and depends on the device diameter and length, with approximately 38%, 42% and 26% foreshortening under nominal diameter experienced for 3 mm, 4 mm and 5 mm systems, respectively. This foreshortening is found to be less significant due to the braid angle and larger number of wires, which also helps prevent kinking and torquing of the FD and facilitate device opening in tortuous vasculature. The larger number of wires, however, impedes the delivery of the implant through an empty microcatheter as compared with other FDs, and requires a separate delivery system for each device. The implant comes preloaded in the 0.040 inch delivery microcatheter that renders overall stiffness to the system, and thus requires higher manual push force and a tri-axial approach for device deployment. A long sheath and an intermediate catheter are used for navigation of the delivery system beyond the aneurysm neck. A 5 French intermediate catheter is recommended for device deployment of the initial FD portion (figure 1C,D). Furthermore, a 0.014 inch microwire is placed through the center of the delivery system (over-the-wire (OTW)) for added support and navigation. Yet, the presence of the central wire carries the risk of distal vessel perforation.  

The combination of OTW and medium braid angle make SS a stable device in the absence of arterial wall situations such as fusiform aneurysms with very wide necks, since it does not significantly foreshorten from its nominal length and telescopes with ease if necessary. The Surpass Intracranial Aneurysm Embolization System Pivotal Trial to Treat Large or Giant Wide Neck Aneurysms (SCENT) was a large, prospective, multicenter trial for the safety and effectiveness of the SS in the treatment of aneurysms in difficult-to-treat extra- and intradural locations. The results showed a complete occlusion rate of 66.1% and 8.3% morbidity and mortality rates, respectively, at 1 year follow-up. This study served as the basis for FDA approval of SS in the treatment of large and giant wide-neck aneurysms in the ICA up to the terminus.

Surpass Evolve
A second-generation device, the Surpass Evolve (Stryker) received CE approval in 2019 and FDA approval in May 2020. In comparison to its predecessor, the Surpass Evolve has 48 wires for the 2.5 mm device and 64 wires for the 3.25–5 mm implants. The mesh density of Surpass Evolve (15–30 pores/mm²) is comparable to that of SS despite its reduced wire count. This is achieved by a higher braid angle in its design. This feature provides flexibility to the device for a better vessel wall apposition, an issue that was observed at times at the proximal and distal edges of SS. Additionally, instead of being a preloaded system, Evolve can be used through an empty 0.027 inch microcatheter such as the Excelsior XT-27 microcatheter. The strength of the device is based on its greater radial force for opening and stabilization at the distal end and on the pusher system, where the device is not fixed directly to the wire, but within a plastic cylinder. These features allow for some wire torquing releasing tensions in the system when tracking.

The first clinical experience with Surpass Evolve was reported by Orru et al in a preliminary prospective study published in 2020 for the treatment of mostly small ICA aneurysms. The complete occlusion rate was 57% with a morbidity rate of 4% at 4 months follow-up. Due to the smaller delivery system and lower wire count, it was found to be easier to navigate while maintaining its twist resistance, distal aneurysm re-access and precision in deployment.  

The EVOLVE trial, a prospective, multicenter, single arm open-label study, started patient enrollment in July 2020 with the intention to treat 235 patients and better evaluate the safety and efficacy of this technology.

FRED
The FRED (Microvention, Aliso Viejo, California) received CE approval in 2012 and FDA approval in December 2019. It is a self-expanding dual-layer braided stent consisting of a low porosity (48 nitinol wires) inner layer and a high porosity (16 nitinol wires) outer layer. The inner and outer layers are connected by an interwoven tantalum layer that provides radiopacity. The dual layer is only present in 80% of the central portion of the device with the aim of increasing coverage across the aneurysm neck, and easier opening in distal and proximal landing zones. It is delivered through a 0.027 inch microcatheter using a traditional triaxial system.

The European Flow-Redirection Intraluminal Device (EuFRED) and the Safety and Efficacy Analysis of FRED Embolic Device (SAFE) studies showed a complete aneurysm occlusion of 91.3% and 73.3% at 1 year follow-up, respectively. Permanent morbidity and mortality rates for both studies were <3% and <2%, respectively.

FRED Jr.
The FRED Jr. (Microvention) is a CE and FDA approved smaller version (diameter 2.5–3 mm) of the FRED for the treatment of aneurysms in small vessels (2–3 mm). The main difference with the FRED is that the inner layer of the device is composed of 36 wires and the outer layer of 16 wires and it is deployed using a 0.021 inch microcatheter.

In a multicenter study using FRED Jr. in small arteries, Möhlenbruch et al showed a complete aneurysm occlusion rate of 70% at 6 months follow-up. A 7.1% peri-procedural thromboembolic event rate was observed and no mortality was reported.

Silk
Silk (Balt Extrusion; Montmorency, France) was the first FD approved by the CE in 2008 for the treatment of IA. Silk is a braided flexible mesh stent made of 44 nitinol and four platinum wire strands with flared ends that act as radiopaque markers. The device is characterized by its high flexibility to adapt to the arterial anatomy. However, this could limit its pushability and tractability in tortuous vessels, with poor opening on deployment due to lower radial force. This also leads to less device stability in very wide necks, particularly in large/giant aneurysms. The device is delivered through a 0.021 inch microcatheter.

Most of the data on Silk are from retrospective studies with one prospective study performed by Lubicz et al in 2010. Thirty-four aneurysms in 29 patients were attempted to be treated with a 90% technical success rate. The complete occlusion rate was 69% with mortality and morbidity rates of 4% and 15%, respectively. In the recent largest retrospective study by Foa Torres et al, 246 consecutive patients were treated with the
Silk device, achieving a complete occlusion rate of 93.9% with morbidity and mortality rates of 4.2% and 2.1%, respectively, at 1 year follow-up.41

Silk+
The Silk+ (Balt Extrusion) is a second-generation device, with more enhanced sliding capacity and radiopacity than its predecessor, that received CE approval in 2012. It is made of 48 wires with eight platinum wires and four platinum coils to promote its visibility and flared ends to increase wall apposition. Silk+ can be delivered by 0.021 and 0.025 inch microcatheters with availability in tapered sizes. The need for tapered devices arose due to the often encountered significant difference in the sizes of distal and proximal parent artery, frequently needing placement of two FD to provide adequate coverage.

In 2015, Lubicz et al reported a single center experience with the use of both the Silk and Silk+ in 58 patients with 70 aneurysms. At a mean follow-up of 22 months, the complete aneurysm occlusion rate was 73%. The overall permanent neurologic morbidity rate was 5.5% and there was no procedure-related mortality. All clinical complications (15%) were seen with the first-generation Silk FD.42

Silk Vista Baby
The Silk Vista Baby (SVB) FD (Balt Extrusion) received CE approval in 2018. It is a low profile (diameter 2–3 mm) newer generation device designed to target small distal vessels (1.5–3.5 mm). The device is delivered through a 0.017 inch microcatheter. It features a drawn filled tubing (DFT) technology of 48 nitinol wires filled with platinum to enhance radiopacity. A larger diameter new version called Silk Vista with diameters of 3.5 to 4.75 mm has just received CE mark approval.

Martinez-Galdamez et al reported the periprocedural outcomes of SVB in a series of 41 patients with 43 small aneurysms (mean 9.5 mm) at and beyond to the Circle of Willis. The mean parent artery diameter was 2.28 mm proximally and 2 mm distally. The intraoperative complete occlusion rate was 18.6%. There were five cases of intraoperative complications with no clinical consequence.43 Schob et al reported the short-term outcomes of 25 patients treated with SVB for aneurysms beyond the Circle of Willis. The complete occlusion rate was 68% at a mean follow-up of 2.7 months. No procedure-related complications were reported.44

p64
The p64 FD (Phenox, Bochum, Germany) was approved by the CE in 2012. The device consists of a braided mesh stent composed of 64 nitinol wires and is available in 2.5–5 mm diameters. It is delivered through a 0.027 inch microcatheter and features a mechanical detachment system which allows for device recovery after full deployment.

The p64 has shown high occlusion rates >85% at ≥12 months follow-up in unruptured anterior IA, yet the mid-term occlusion rates are still inconclusive with rates of 66.6% and 82% at 6 months follow-up in two multicenter studies. Overall, both studies reported a low morbidity (<3%) and 0% mortality rates.45 46

p48MW
The p48MW FD (Phenox) is a CE marked smaller profile device (diameter 2–3 mm) designed for the treatment of small distal vessels (1.75–3 mm). It is a self-expanding nitinol/platinum stent composed of 48 wires with DFT technology. There is an inner distal movable wire (MW) with anatraumatic nitinol tip to prevent rupture of small distal vessels. The device is compatible with a 0.021 inch microcatheter. An alternate version is available without the central MW (p48), compatible with a 0.017 inch microcatheter. Unlike the p64, the p48MW is not mechanically detached.

Bhogal et al reported the safety and efficacy of the device in 25 patients with 25 aneurysms in small vessels. The median parent vessel diameter was 2.4 mm (range 1.4–3.6 mm) proximally and 2.1 mm (range 1.5–3.4 mm) distally. A 70% complete aneurysm occlusion rate was observed at a mean follow-up of 13.1 months. One patient developed an ischemic event with full recovery at 90 days and one patient died of a cause not related to the treatment.47

Derivo
The first generation of Derivo FD (Acandis GmbH, Pforzheim, Germany) was approved by the CE in 2012. A second generation Derivo (Acandis GmbH) was developed to improve device flexibility and visibility in 2017. It consists of 48 nitinol wires with an inner platinum core and three radiopaque markers at each end for increased radiopacity. Additionally, a blue-colored layer of oxides and oxynitrates (BlueXide) coats the device to increase trackability and reduce thrombogenicity.48 To evaluate the safety and efficacy of the device with SAPT in unruptured aneurysms, Bhogal et al reported the initial human experience in a small series of five patients with five aneurysms. The majority were small saccular aneurysms of the anterior circulation. All patients were prescribed prasugrel. At 8.5 months follow-up three aneurysms were completely occluded. No thromboembolic events were reported and one patient developed a right Sylvian fissure hematoma. No mortality was reported.49 P48_HPC in ruptured IA is explained in more detail in the “FD for acutely ruptured IA” section.

Tubridge
The Tubridge (MicroPort, Shanghai, China) is a braided, self-expanding device approved by the National Medical Products Administration (NMPA) in China in 2018. The device consists of 46 braided nitinol wires and two platinum strands for smaller versions (2.5–3 mm), whereas 62 nitinol wires and two platinum strands constitute larger versions (3.5–6.5 mm). It is delivered through a 0.029 inch microcatheter. The device holds a radiopaque marker to indicate the resheathing point limit. The safety and efficacy of the device are limited to the scarce clinical evidence available.

In a single center experience using the Tubridge, Zhou et al reported a 72% complete occlusion rate in 28 patients with 28 large/giant ICA aneurysms at a mean follow-up of 9.9 months. No procedure-related morbidity or mortality were reported.50
EXPANDED OFF-LABEL INDICATIONS

A better understanding of FD hemodynamic modification properties and an increased technical expertise have opened a window of opportunity to implement the FD technology to treat pathologies where current endovascular and open surgical options were limited.

Flow diverters at and beyond to the circle of Willis

FD treatment of distal IA can be technically difficult due to the unfavorable configuration of the vascular anatomy. The small size of parent vessels (diameter ≤3 mm) and the presence of important divisions and branches represent a risk for ischemic complications when using FD. Although promising results have been observed with the use of FD in distal aneurysms with occlusion rates up to 82%, clinical and technical complications still exist. In a single center experience, 8.3% of patients developed postoperative ischemic stroke following PED placement in the A1 segment. In another study where PED was used in more distal segments A2, M2 and P2, a 7.7% ischemic and hemorrhagic event rate was observed, of which 4.6% accounted for aneurysms located at M2 segments. In fact, the middle cerebral artery has been associated with a higher risk of thromboembolic complications.

Another important anatomical consideration is that the tortuous anatomy of distal vessels markedly foreshortens the FD on deployment. This, coupled with the relatively large and rigid delivery systems of the previous generation FD, can challenge the proper placement of the device, which may require the use of multiple devices for adequate neck coverage, increasing the risk of ischemic complications. Previous authors have recommended to slightly oversize FD selection for highly tortuous vessels to account for device foreshortening; however, this can lead to lengthening of the FD, decreasing its metal coverage and increasing porosity, thus decreasing its effectiveness. This was observed in a meta-analysis by Cagnazzo et al for distal aneurysms using previous generations of FDs, in which a higher occlusion trend was observed with the use of multiple FD than single FD in 484 treated aneurysms (OR 2.3, 95% CI 0.8 to 7.2; p=0.08), likely associated with device oversizing.

Newer generation intracranial FDs like FRED Jr., p48MW and SVB have been introduced to address the technical difficulties with previous generations of FD in distal vessels. Their lower profile and deliverability facilitate their navigation through the small tortuous vessels to treat aneurysms in challenging distal locations (figure 2). Their more stable behavior allows a single FD to achieve occlusion rates similar to those seen with multiple

Figure 2  Two cases of embolization of pericallosal aneurysms with Silk Vista Baby (SVB), the second one with coadjutant coiling. (A) 3D reconstruction showing a pericallosal aneurysm with a branch arising from the aneurysm neck (arrow) and pre-treatment device selection of adequate FD size. (B) Complete delivery of a 2.5×15 mm SVB with adequate wall apposition using the Gama-17 microcatheter. (C) Post-procedure DSA angiogram demonstrating adequate wall apposition with patency of the neck branch (arrow). (D) Complete obliteration of pericallosal aneurysm with patency of the parent vessel and branch (arrow) at 6 months follow-up on DSA. (E) DSA showing another pericallosal aneurysm, access with a Gama-17 microcatheter placed distal to the aneurysm and Echelon-10 microcatheter placed in the aneurysm. (F) Native fluoroscopy demonstrating introduction of the first coil and complete deployment of a 2.5×20 mm SVB jailing the Echelon-10. (G) Post-procedure native fluoroscopy showing adequate SVB implantation and coiling. (H) Final angiography with complete aneurysm occlusion and patency of the parent vessels and branches. DSA, digital subtraction angiography; FD, flow diverter.
FDs in previous generations. Furthermore, their lower profile may also open a window for a new therapeutic approach using FD assisted coiling embolization to achieve immediate aneurysm protection and a permanent obliteration of distal aneurysms (figure 2). This concept, although promising, requires further careful investigation.

Flow diverters in acutely ruptured intracranial aneurysms

FDs have been introduced as an alternative to endovascular clipping and surgical clipping in the treatment of selected acutely ruptured complex IA (figure 3). The thin and fragile walls of blister aneurysms, the lack of a true neck in dissecting and fusiform aneurysms, and the coil mass instability in wide-neck and bifurcation aneurysms make these lesions challenging to treat with conventional clipping and endovascular coiling. However, the use of FDs in acute subarachnoid hemorrhage (aSAH) remains controversial, as DAPT therapy is needed to prevent ischemic complications with FDs and the dome obliteration might not occur immediately, increasing the risk of hemorrhagic complications. In a recent meta-analysis, 223 patients with acutely ruptured IA treated with FDs were evaluated. Results showed an immediate angiographic occlusion rate of 32% and a long-term adequate aneurysm occlusion rate of 88.9% at a mean radiologic follow-up of 9.6 months. Overall, ischemic/thromboembolic and hemorrhagic complications were 8% and 7%, respectively, being more common with saccular aneurysms. Complications overall were associated with posterior circulation aneurysms and treatment with multiple stents.

Newer specialized devices with antithrombotic coating such as the Pipeline Shield, p48_HPC and the Derivo have been introduced as potential alternatives to be used with SAPT, although there is no randomized trial on the topic yet. In a series of 14 patients with acutely ruptured IA treated with Pipeline Shield and SAPT, aneurysmal rebleeding occurred in two patients (14.3%) with one of them dying. The highest number of hemorrhagic (14.3%) and ischemic events (14.3%) were seen in the group treated with daily aspirin plus postoperative heparin infusion, whereas one ischemic event (7.1%) was observed with the use of daily aspirin only. No complications were observed with the use of aspirin twice daily. The complete/near complete occlusion rate following 7 days after aSAH was 85.7%. For the p48_HPC, eight patients with aSAH were treated with SAPT. Four patients (50%) developed intraprocedural thrombus formation, and two patients (25%) died of refractory cerebral vasospasm during the postoperative period. No rebleeding from the treated aneurysm occurred. At a mean follow-up of 6 months, five out of six patients (83%) showed complete aneurysm occlusion. Although no studies with SAPT have been done yet for the Derivo, 10 patients with aSAH were treated with Derivo and DAPT and showed a complete aneurysm occlusion of 90% at a median 223 days follow-up. One (10%) thrombotic event was observed in the post-procedural period in a clopidogrel hypo-responder. No mortality was reported.

Figure 3  Ruptured basilar fusiform aneurysm treated with Pipeline Embolization Device (PED). (A) Illustration of FD in ruptured fusiform aneurysm. (B) 3D AP view of basilar aneurysm with a side wall perforator. (C) Lateral view of PED deployment at the distal portion of the basilar artery. (D) DSA AP view post-procedure angiography showing patent basilar flow and stagnation of the aneurysm with patency of parent vessel and side wall branch. (E, F) AP and lateral angiographic follow-up at 6 months with complete obliteration of the basilar aneurysm with remodeling of the parent vessel. AP, anteroposterior; DSA, digital subtraction angiography; FD, flow diverter.
Flow diverters in posterior circulation aneurysms

The use of FDs in the posterior circulation has been associated with higher morbidity and mortality. This may be partially explained by the high amount of perforator vessels originating in this area that could potentially become occluded, leading to critical infarcts. Additionally, the large proportion of thrombosed non-saccular aneurysms arising in this location pose a risk of perforator or stent occlusion due to thrombus migration.

In a single center experience of 12 patients with vertebrobasilar fusiform aneurysms treated with PED, 10 (83%) patients showed a complete aneurysm occlusion at a mean follow-up of 14.5 months. One (8.3%) postprocedural complication was reported, likely due to vertebral artery perforator occlusion. The authors attributed their lower ischemic complication rate to the exclusion of holobasilar aneurysms from the study, the short PFT, the limited number of FD used (mean 1.67 devices), and the use of coadjutant coiling performed in six cases. Furthermore, Bender et al showed in 55 patients with posterior circulation aneurysms treated with PED a complete occlusion rate of 68% and 78% at 6 months and 12 months, respectively. Five (9%) major strokes and two (4%) mortalities were reported. The authors discussed the use of DAPT for life in patients undergoing posterior circulation FD, as well as systemic heparinization for 24 hours post-embolization to decrease the risk of long-term ischemic complications. Importantly, Taschner et al suggested that the clinical course of posterior fossa aneurysm is highly dependent on the time the treatment with FD is proposed. Early treatment in mild or absent symptoms in large and fusiform aneurysms of the posterior fossa can improve clinical results at medium and long term, whereas in highly symptomatic patients no treatment, including FD, has been proved to improve the fatal evolution of these patients. In their multicenter study of 53 patients undergoing SS embolization, a premorbid modified Rankin Scale of 3–5 was associated with mortality (HR 17.11, 95% CI 2.69 to 109.02; p=0.003). The complete occlusion rate was 66% at a mean 11.3 months follow-up. Seven procedural complications (13%) and seven deaths (13%) were reported.

We believe more studies are needed in the controversial and still unsolved topic of FD in vertebrobasilar fusiform and giant aneurysms.

Flow diverters in carotid cavernous fistulas

Use of FD in the treatment of direct carotid cavernous fistulas (CCFs) along with adjunct trans-arterial or trans-venous embolization is based on the concept of reconstruction of the defect in the arterial wall which led to the fistula formation (figure 4). Wendl et al described treatment of direct carotid cavernous fistulas primarily using FD with additional trans-arterial or trans-venous coil embolization performed in 14 patients. A total of 59 FDs were deployed (mean 4.12 FD per patient) and included 24 PED and 35 p64 devices. Three patients demonstrated immediate occlusion of the CCF, four patients had significant reduction in their shunting, and half the patients demonstrated a minor leak. At median 20 months follow-up, six out of the 14 patients demonstrated complete occlusion of the CCF and the rest needed re-treatment. Baranoski et al described their experience of using Pipeline devices along with trans-arterial or trans-venous embolization in the treatment of direct carotid cavernous fistulas in five patients, with a 100% success rate. A mean of 1.4 devices were used per patient in their study.

Figure 4 Embolization of a traumatic carotid-cavernous fistula with the Surpass Streamline (SS) Embolization Device. (A) Illustration of FD in the ICA for the treatment of CCF. (B, C) Pre-embolization DSA magnified views of CCF demonstrating shunting from the ICA cavernous segment into the superior ophthalmic vein, intercavernous sinus and pterygoid plexus. (D) Fluoroscopy demonstrating coil mass within the cavernous sinus and superior ophthalmic vein plus two telescoping SS (red arrows). (E) Oblique fluoroscopic view demonstrating the SS (white arrows) protecting the cavernous carotid segment with the coil mass around the carotid fistula point and access of Echelon microcatheter using transvenous approach. (F) Fluoroscopy of lateral view demonstrating additional coils (red arrows) with patency of the ICA. (G) Post-procedure DSA lateral view with minimal shunting of the superior ophthalmic vein. (H) Third day follow-up angiogram lateral view with complete occlusion of the CCF and patency of the parent vessel. CCF, carotid cavernous fistula; DSA, digital subtraction angiography; FD, flow diverter; ICA, internal carotid artery.
CONCLUSION
FDs have become the new frontier in endovascular treatment of a large proportion of IA. Their widespread use and experience, user-friendly features and rapid technological evolution have created a unique opportunity to continue expanding their use to cerebrovascular pathology other than that for which they were originally designed. The excitement should be balanced with caution and robust research to demonstrate the safety and efficacy of FDs over traditional endovascular and surgical approaches in off-label scenarios before their use is widely spread. The sheer variety of devices available can be overwhelming and requires neurointerventionalists to be technically proficient in at least one or two of them, while maintaining some knowledge and familiarity of the advantages/disadvantages of others to use if the clinical scenario so demands it. As the use of FDs in a larger variety of clinical scenarios increases, design customisation is needed for specific aneurysm anatomy, location and morphology to cover a broader spectrum of clinical indications.
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